
PREVENTATIVE. PROACTIVE. THOROUGH. 

BE IN THE 
KNOW

Spills and leaks do not 
need to be inevitable.  

Above Ground Storage 
Tank (AGST) Inspection

Let Premium Inspection and 
Testing Group help determine the 
reliability, integrity and fitness for 
service of your above ground 
storage tank assets. Our team 
includes highly experienced, 
qualified API 653- or Steel Tank 
Institute SP-001 certified inspec-
tors and nondestructive-testing- 
certified technicians that will 
provide you with the assessment 
and information you need to avoid 
unexpected tank failure that could 
result in personnel injury,     
property damage, production loss, 
and /or environmental issues.

Assure life extension of your AGST
assets while minimizing overall costs 
by utilizing timely, proven, and efficient 
internal and external inspection 
methodologies

Reduce maintenance time and
avoid costly downtime – in-service 
inspections can be completed in 
many situations while assets remain 
in production

Assure your storage tank assets
and supporting containment are in 
full regulatory compliance 

Optimize monitoring and inspection
procedures to streamline your data 
collection and fixed asset management 
program

Gain insight into the internal and
external condition of your above 
ground storage tank equipment 

Are you up to date on the 
integrity of your above ground 
storage assets?

Are your storage tanks in 
compliance with current OSHA, 
PHMSA, and SEMS regulations?

Do you feel confident that your 
storage tanks are as safe as they 
can be?
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How Premium Group’s team can 
help you prevent storage equipment 
failure so you can provide a safe 
worksite for your employees and 
avoid costly production downtime 
and environmental damage.

Refinery, Biofuel, 
Distillery

TECHNOLOGIES/
METHODS OFFERED

REGULATORY
COMPLIANCE

Fixed roof, floating roof, horizontal tanks, vertical tanks, 
fiberglass reinforced plastic tanks, bulk storage tanks, crude 
oil storage tanks, fuel storage tanks, fermentation tanks, 
intermediate storage tanks, dispatch area tankages, 
neutralization tanks, water storage tanks, isolation tanks, 
process piping, valves, containment  

Ore slurries, open roof, water tanks, fuel tanks, fiberglass 
tanks, product storage tanks, dispatch tanks, chemical tanks, 
neutralization, storage tanks, spherical tanks, horizontal 
tanks, vertical tanks, valves, containment, piping

Ultrasonic (shear wave, 
longitudinal, thickness, 
automated, phased array, 
corrosion mapping, 
B-scan, time of flight 
diffractional), Radiographic 
(conventional x-ray & 
gamma, proximity, 
computed), Magnetic flux 
leakage, Hardness, Liquid 
penetrant, Magnetic 
particle, Positive material 
identification, Visual (near 
field, vendor surveillance , 
Leak testing, Holiday 
testing, Fiberglass 
reinforced plastic, 
Settlement surveys

Chemical Processing, 
Utilities, Mining

Storage tanks, water tanks, fuel tanks, pressure tanks, open top 
tanks, closed top tanks, floating roof tanks, fixed flangeable top 
tanks, horizontal tanks, vertical tanks, valves, piping

Power Generation, 
Pulp & Paper

Thermal storage, processing tanks, high pressure tanks, 
isolation tanks, agitator tanks, storage tanks, valves, piping 

Pharmaceutical, 
Health are, Food 
Processing

Atmospheric, high pressure, chemical, fuel, crude oil, 
transportation piping, lading systems, valves, containmentTank Farms

APPLICATIONS

Using a variety of inspection methods, 
Premium Group’s team will assess the 
tank foundation, bottom, shell, linings, annular rings, roof, 

saddles, legs, attached appurtenances, and nozzles to the face 

of the first flange, first threaded joint, or first welding-end 

connection in search of flaws and service-induced degrada-

tion. After a thorough inspection, Premium Group will 

provide you with the comprehensive testing data and critical 

observations/analysis necessary for you to make informed 

decisions in order to act before your above ground storage 

tankage fails or accidents occur. 

Establishment of corrosion rates for recommended 
re-inspection cycles and the calculation of remaining 
life of tank components, aiding in the determination 
of the tank s useful services life.

Regulatory accepted corrosion monitoring locations 
(CML) and required coverage are developed to 
comply with the specific AGST or component design 
and type.

Includes API 650-620 above ground storage tanks 
and UL design tanks inspected to STI-001, 
including horizontal and rectangular tanks that do 
not meet API 650 design requirements.

Inspection reporting includes information on tank 
distortions, signs of settlement, corrosion, 
condition of bottom, paint coatings, insulation 
systems, containment, cathodic protection, level 
indicator systems, overfill protection devices, 
and functionality of normal and emergency 
venting systems.  

Testing methodology 
supports compliance 
to regulations 
required by 29 CFR 
1910.119 (j) Process 
Safety Management 
when assets are 
covered under 
Appendix A, API 
Standard 653 
including Appendix G 
qualified personnel, 
API Standard 650, 
API Standard 620, 
Underwriters Labora-
tory Standard UL 142, 
Steel Tank Institute 
Standard STI-SP001 
and SP031

www.pitinc.com
Please visit our website for more information 

and to contact a specific division  




